Radi8’s one-of-a-kind loyalty system offers new and innovative Reward Coins ecosystem across all Radi8 games. With EDGE, operators could expect more engagement and lifetime value from players.

What is EDGE?

Radi8’s one-of-a-kind loyalty system offers new and innovative Reward Coins ecosystem across all Radi8 games. With EDGE, operators could expect more engagement and lifetime value from players.

Why EDGE?

- **Players**
  - Return Value
  - Sense of Constant Gain
  - More Choices to Win

- **Operators**
  - Keep Players Invested
  - Product Differentiation
  - Promotional Tool

How EDGE works?

1. **Play any Radi8 game**
2. **Earn Reward Coins by betting**
3. **Reward Coins can be used as Free Spins**

*Reward Coins can be used across all Rad+ featured games*

**Reward Coins**

Reward Coins are earned across all Radi8 games as player wagers in-game. Players’ Reward Coins can be accessed across all Rad+ games.

LOOT BOXES

Use Reward Coins to open the all new Loot Boxes for guaranteed prizes. Loot Boxes reward players with a collection of prizes that include Reward Coins and cash. There are 4 types of Loot Boxes, Quick Box, Plus Box, Luxury Box and Jackpot Box for players to get more from playing!

- **Boost your Reward Coins**
  - A gateway for new players to increase their chances of receiving Reward Coins faster

- **Most popular**
  - The most accessible box for the players to receive Reward Coins and cash

- **High reward**
  - A chance for players to win big, made for players who seeks big payouts

- **Big pay day**
  - Designed for big bettors, a chance in winning the big prize in cash.
Players on Radi8 games can earn milestone rewards and level up their ranks to get exclusive benefits such as earning more Reward Coins faster. All Level Up points and progress will be carried over across Radi8 games so players can continue their reward journey.

**Level Up**

Players on Radi8 games can level up from 1 to 8 through spins!

**Level up point**
Accumulate level up points and move up the ranks!

**Level up ranks**
Players on Radi8 series of games can level up from 1 to 8 through spins!

**Earn Reward Coins**
Players will accumulate level up points and receive Reward Coins during their progress, Coins will automatically credit into players profile.

**Reward Coins Boost Status**
Players will receive Reward Coins Boost Status during EDGE level up Season. The level up points and received rewards will reset BUT the player's level up rank and received boost status will continue through to the next Season. This bonus effect only applies for players who are Level 5 and above. Additional status will expire before the next season begins!